Photos used in the essay

Photo 1: Picture of the monument in 1931: A soldier with lowered flag on a pedestal, two Bavarian lions (= the monument), a pond.

Photo 2: Picture of the monument in 1959: The monument, the pond, lots of people standing around the monument.
Photo 3: Picture of the monument in 2011: The monument, two memorial plaques, a meadow where the pond used to be.
Photo 4: Picture of the soldier on his pedestal. On the front of the pedestal the words “GEWIDMET UNSEREN TAPFEREN HELDEN 1914-1918” (dedicated to our brave heroes 1914-1918) are engraved. On the side the names of the soldiers are engraved.
Photo 5: Memorial plaques with the names of killed and missing soldiers, a date behind every name. Date of death behind names of killed soldiers, date of disappearance behind names of missing soldiers. Above the names the words “DEN GEFALLENEN HELDEN 1939 – 1945” (the fallen heroes 1939-1945) are engraved.

Photo 6: The memorial plaques (see description photo 5).
Photo 7: Picture of the soldier on his pedestal. On the front of the pedestal the words “GEWIDMET UNSEREN TAPFEREN HELDEN 1914-1918” (dedicated to our brave heroes 1914-1918) are engraved.

Photo 8: Picture of one side of the pedestal. The names of Grettstadt’s killed and missing soldiers from World War I and their date of death are listed.
Photo 9: Picture of another side of the pedestal. The names of Grettstadt’s killed and missing soldiers from World War I and their date of death are listed.

Photo 10: Picture of monument and pond next to a half-timbered house.
Photo on the Website

Photo 11: Crosses on graveyard (symbolic image).
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